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Abstract 

This paper estimates the elasticity of substitution of an aggregate production function. 

The estimating equation is derived from the steady state of a neoclassical growth model. 

The data comes from the PWT in which different countries face different relative prices 

of the investment good and exhibit different investment-output ratios. Then, using this 

variation we estimate the elasticity of substitution. The novelty of our approach is that 

we use dynamic panel data techniques, which allow us to distinguish between the short 

and the long run elasticity and handle a host of econometric and substantive issues. 

In particular we accommodate the possibility that different countries have different 

total factor productivities and other country specific effects and that such effects are 

correlated with the regressors. We also accommodate the possibility that the regressors 

are correlated with the error terms and that shocks to regressors are manifested in 

future periods. Taking all this into account our estimation resuIts suggest that the 

Iong run eIasticity of substitution is 0.7, which is Iower than the eIasticity that had 

been used in previous macro-deveIopment exercises. We show that this lower eIasticity 

reinforces the power of the neoclassical mo deI to expIain income differences across 

countries as coming from differential distortions. 
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1 Introduction 

This paper estimates the elasticity of substitutioll of an aggregate production function. To 

this end we use the Summers-Heston (1991, 2002) Penn World Table (PWT). The price of 

investment goods and the investment-output ratio in this table vary across countries and 

over time. Then, using this variation and assuming a C.E.S. aggregate production function, 

we estimate the elasticity of substitution between capital and labor. 

The main motivation for this exercise is that it helps assess whether differential "dis

tortions" explain the huge per capita income differences that exist across countries of the 

world. The usual approach to this question is to view different countries as having differ

ent distortions to the capital accumulation decision, which are refiected in different prices 

of investment goods. Then prices of investment goods affect investment-output ratios (and 

thereby capital-worker ratios) and the latter affect, via the mechanics of the neoclassical 

growth model, per capita incomes. Whether this chain of causality links is quantitatively 

significant depends, naturally, on how the various ingredients that go into the neoclassical 

model are specified and, in particular, what aggregate production function one assumes. To 

this point most studies assume a Cobb-Douglas production function, where the elasticity 

of substitution is 1. On the other hand, the elasticity of subsititution we estimate here is 

0.7. Moreover, our theoretical results show that a lower elasticity of substitution accentuates 

the effect of differential investment good prices, i.e., that a greater fraction of the observed 

per capita income differences can be accounted for as coming from differential prices of the 

investment good. Therefore our analysis suggests that the role of differential distortions is 

greater than has hitherto been believed. 

An important precursor to our work is the paper by Restruccia and Urittia (2001), where 

the hypothesis that the aggregate production function is Cobb-Douglas is accepted. The 

Restruccia and Urittia (2001) estimation procedure is predicated however on alI countries 

having the same total factor productivity (TFP). Klenow and Rodriguez-Clare (1997), Hall 

and Jones (1999) and Romer (2001) (among others) argue that TFP varies cOllsiderably 

across countries and is correlated with investment and with per capita incomes. \iVe take 

this possibility into account, allowing different countries to have different TFP's (and other 

country specific effects) and allowing correlations to exist between TFP and per capita 

incomes. Once these possibilities are accounted for, we estimate the elasticity of substitution 

to be 0.7 and reject the hypothesis that it is 1. To corroborate this empirical finding we 

theoretically compute the bias that would occur if one were to ignore country specific effects. 

We find that the estimate of the elasticity of substitution is then biased upwards, which 

explains why we obtain a lower estimate. 
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In somewhat greater detail we execute the following econometric exercises. The first ex

ercise is to take ammal panel data and derive a static estimate of the elasticity of substitution 

(which from this point onwards we call (J'), taking into account country specific effects. This 

yields an estimate of 0.5. We suspect that the true value of (J' is higher than 0.5 because the 

time intervals between observations are short (annual), while the relationship we estimate is 

a long run relationship. In addition and related to this, the error terms in the annual panel 

data set are serially correlated. We address this problem by taking long run averages of the 

variables. We constructed two panels that average the variables from the annual panel data 

set over 6 and 7 years. Using this averaged data we obtain new estimates for (J', using the 

within group two stage least square procedure. The numbers we get are (J' = 0.650 (for the 

6 year averages) and (J' = 0.674 (for the 7 year averages). \Ve also find, for both panels, that 

serial correlation is not a problem once the data is averaged. A third finding is that a Wald 

test rejects the Cobb-Douglas hypothesis (J' = 1 at the 3% and the 10% significance leveIs, 

respectively. 

To confirm these results we do a third exercise using recent methods developed by Arel

lano and his coauthors, see for example, ArelIano and Bond (1991). We use the original, 

annual panel and apply dynamic panel estimation techniques to it. These techniques allow 

one to distinguish between the short and long run elasticities of substitution and to indude 

all relevant variables. In addition these techniques allow one to accommodate shocks to the 

regressors that are manifested in subsequent periods. Using these techniques, we obtain 0.69 

for the long run (J' for both the within group and the extended GMM procedures, and we 

reject the Cobb-Douglas hypothesis (J' = 1 at the 10% significance leveI. 

AlI in alI, our condusion is that the evidence points towards a (j that is around 0.7. 

This condusion is further supported by the work of Collins and \Villiams (1999). These 

authors consider a data set comprising of OECD countries over the period 187~1950. Then 

performing cross country regressions (which do not control for country specific effects) they 

obtain an estimate of (j = 0.7. We have done the analogue of the Collins and Williams 

exercise (Le., confined attention to OECD countries) ",ith our data set and estimated (J' to 

be dose to 0.7 as well. This result agrees - naturally - with the results we get when we use 

a larger and, therefore, less homogenous set of countries, but when we control for country 

specific effects. 

Traditionally the elasticity of substitution is estimated using industry (micro) data. Early 

examples indude Arrow et alo (1961), using cross section data and Lucas (1969), using time 

series data. A recent synthesis and extension of this line of work is Chirinko et aI. (2002). 

As reported in that study (j is somewhere between O and 1 and, most likely, between 0.5 
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and 1. The estimates we obtain here are well within this range, which is the expected result 

(given that industry studies are based on micro data and that our estimates are based on 

macro data). 

As stated earlier, our interest in estimating a stems from the fact that it determines 

the quantitative effect that investment distortions have on per capita incomes. To illustrate 

this point we simulate the model for several values of a, and show how distortions affect 

per capita incomes for each value of a. As it turns out, the impact of distortions under 

a = 0.7 is significantly stronger (in a sense to be made precise below) than under a = 1. 

This improves the explanatory power of the neoclassical mo dei (to explain income gaps as 

coming from differential distortions) and suggests that policies that reduce distortions in 

• 

poor (highly distorted) countries are more effective than they would appear under a = 1.0. '. 

We also perform a development decomposition exercise â la Hall and Jones (1999) and show 

that the correlation between per capita income and TFP is smaller under a = 0.7 than under 

a = 1.0. Finally, as an application of our estimation results, we assess what portion of the 

distortions that our model formulation is based on is refiected in the PWT. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a theoretical model and 

derives the equation that is to be estimated. Section 3 describes the econometric procedures 

used for estimating this equation. The numerical results of our estimation are then reported 

and discussed in Section 4. Section 5 calculates the bias in the regression that would occur 

if one were to ignore the country specific effects. Section 6 conducts quantitative exercises, 

illustrating how our estimation results are applied to the question of income gaps. Section 7 

concludes. 

2 Model Specification 

2.1 Theoretical Model 

We consider a two sector neoclassical growth model. Time is continuous and the horizon is 

infinite. 

Sector 1 produces a consumption good, using labor and capital. The per capita output 

Yl in this sector is 

(1) 

where II is the fraction of the labor force employed in sector 1, k1 is the capital-labor ratio 

in sector 1, A is total factor productivity and f is the C.E.S. production function specified 

in (3). 
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Sector 2 produces an investment good, using labor and capital. The per capita output 

Y2 in that sector is 

(2) 

where B is an investment sector productivity parameter. The function f is specified as 

(3) 

where (J" is the elasticity of substitution between capital and labor and Q: is a parameter 

relating to income shares. 

There is a continuum of identical, infinitely lived individuals in the economy that act as 

consumers, workers and owners of capital. The supply of labor of each individual is inelastic 

at 1 unit per unit time and there is no disutility from working. The measure of individuaIs is 

1. Individuals take prices as.given and make intertemporal consumptionjsavings decisions, 

where savings are effected by buying capital goods and renting them out to firms. 

There is a continuum of profit maximizing, price taking firms that buy inputs (labor and 

capital services) from individuals and seU output back to individuals. 

The lifetime utility of a representative individual is 

00 1-.1 

J c-r 
e-pt-t-dt 

1_1 ' 
o -y 

(4) 

where Ct is the date t consumption f1.ow. p is the subjective, instantaneous rate of time 

preference and I is the intertemporal elasticity of substitution. 

Consider some fixed point in time, say t. Then at that point a representative individual 

receives the f1.ow wage of Wt and the f1.ow rental rate of qt per unit of capital good that she 

rents out to firms. Let Pt be the price of the investment good. All prices are denominated in 

terms of the consumption good, which is the numeraire commodity. Then a representative 

individual faces the foUowing budget constraints 

(5) 

where Kt is the individual's capital stock, It is the individual's addition to this capital stock, 

and Xt is a lump-sum transfer (specified below) . 
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The capital accumulation equation is 

(6) 

where 8 is the physical depreciation rate. The individual's initial endowment of capital is 

exogenously specified and denoted by Ko. 

If we substitute (6) into (5) we get 

• 
PtKt - (qt - 8pt) Kt = Wt + Xt - Ct. (7) 

It is convenient to introduce the interest rate 

rt = qt - 8pt = qt _ 8. 
Pt Pt 

(8) 

Then, maximizing (4) subject to the budget constraints (7), one gets the Euler equation 

(9) 

• 
We are going to focus on a steady state, where Ct = O and where investment is solely 

used to replace depreciating capital. 

To this economy we add "distortions" that come either from government policy or 

from non-economic considerations (cultural, historical and sociological features of real life 

economies). The effect of these distortions is to drive a wedge between the equilibrium prices 

that would have prevailed in their absence and the prices that agents (individuaIs and firms) 

actually face. To determine the prices that agents face, we first find the prices that would 

have prevailed in the absence of distortions. Then we tack on distortions to these prices. 

As stated above, we focus on a steady state. Then equilibrium prices are time invariant. 

Since any input combination that produces one unit of the consumption good, produces B 

units of the investment good, the relative price of capital is 

1 
P= B· 

Given this, the rental rate of capital is q = AI' (k), the interest rate is r = ABI' (k) - 8 and 

the wage rate is W = A [i (k) - kI' (k)]. 

Next we consider distortions. The government imposes a tax on the investment good at 
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the rate of TI or, alternatively, imposes a tariff on the importation of investment goods in 

case the economy is open.1 In addition, the government imposes a tax on capital income 

at the rate of TK. An alternative interpretation of TK is that it is the fraction of earl1Íngs 

that organized crime extorts from owners of capital. Or TK maybe money that owners of 

capital must pay to corrupted government officials to be able to run their businesses (which, 

in effect, means that capital income is taxed). Whatever the interpretation of these tax 

rates, the investment tax and the capital income tax are returned to individuals in the form 

of lump sum transfers and appear as Xt in the individual budget constraints. 

As a consequence of these distortions, individuals pay 

Ti 1 + TI 
p=-::::::--

B B 

for the investment good, and receive 

as net rental rate on capital. 

q = AI' (k) :::::: (1 _ TK)Af' (k) 
TK 

Combining (8) and (9) we have that 

r = Q _ 8 = AI' (k) 1 _ 8 = p 
P TK P , 

which implies 
I TK Ti TK f (k) = Pil (p + 8) = B il (p + 8) . 

Now, since f exhibits a constant elasticity of substitution, (3) implies 

k _ (f' ~ k) ) -(r 

f (k) '-< 

Substituting (11) into (12), we get 

k _ [TrTK P + 8] -u 

f (k) - BA----;-

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

Next we compute national income statistics at the steady state. The per capita GDP of 

1 Considering an open economy requires slight notational modifications. However, the equation to be 
estimated in the end is the same. 
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the economy y is defined as 
Y2 

Y = Yl + B· 

Using (1) and (2) and substituting the equilibrium condition for the labor market, ir +l2 = 1, 

we see that Y = Af (k), where k is the stock of capital per capita. Then, using the fact that 

the steady state investment, 8k, is equal to sector 2's output, ABld (k), the economy's 

resource constraint is 

Y = Af(k) = c+inv = c+ ~, (14) 

where 'inv' is the per capita flow of investment goods (we reserve the letter i for the 

investment-output ratio). 

2.2 Taking the Model to Data 

This completes the derivations of theoretical relationships that hold for a single economy. 

Let's consider now a cross section of economies, indexed by j. Each economy is characterized 

by its own TFP parameter Aj, its own investment sector productivity parameter Bj, and 

its own distortions TI,j and Ti<:.,j. To make consumption, investment and GDP comparable 

across countries we evaluate them in terms of international prices2 and, without loss of 

generality, we let the international price of investment be one.3 Then, ifij is the steady 

state investment-output ratio in country j, (14) tells us that 

(15) 

Substituting (13) into (15), the long run investment-output ratio is 

(16) 

Taking logarithms on both sides of equation (16), we get a log-linear relationship between 

the relative price of capital and the investment-output ratio 

(17) 

2The issue here is that the investment-consumption price ratios are not equal across countries. We handle 
this issue by adopting the procedure developed by Restruccia and Urittia (2001). 

3We do this by re-defillillg the unit of measurement for the investment good. • 
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where 

lnFEj == In [8 (P:8T~,j)"] - (1- O")lnAj . (18) 

F Ej is referred to as the jth economy fixed effect. 

In Sections 3 and 4 we estimate the long run relationship (17). As stated in the intro

duction, several studies indicate that total factor productivity (A) and thus the fixed effect 

(F E) is correlated with investment and output. In the language of our formulation, this may 

come from correlations between A and Tr or B; it has been argued, for example, that high 

productivity economies happen also to be less distorted. It may also come from correlation 

between TK and Tr or B; for example, distortions to capital creation may be related to dis

tortions to capital remuneration. If such correlations exist, then the fixed effect is correlated 

'~rith prices and if this correlation is ignored, the estimation results are going to be biased. 

In estimating (17) we take the possibilty that such correlations exist into account. 

Before we proceed to the estimation, we note that our results apply beyond the particular 

model we presented above. In particular, if there is population growth at the rate n and 

disembodied, labor-augmenting technological progress at the rate g, equation (18) is replaced 

by 

lnFEj = In [8EF ( ~ fl 71
1 .)(1]- (1- 0") lnAj, 

p+ + '"Y K,J 

where 

8EF == 8 + g+n. 

Equation (17) remains intacto Then the estimation procedure is identical to the one we 

present here. 

One last item of business before we proceed to the estimation is to relate the above for

mulation to some studies in the macro-development tradition. Jones (1994) advanced the 

hypothesis that income gaps among countries are due to distortions and used investment 

prices from the PWT to empirically assess this hypothesis. The premise underlying Jones 

(1994) exercise is that investment prices (in the P\VT) reflect distortions and therefore that 

differences in the relative príce of investment across countries come from differential distor

tions. Parente and Prescott (2000) and more recently Hsieh and Klenow (2003) advance the 

alternative hypothesis that investment price differences are due to differential productivities 

of the investment good sector. Although we are not trying to resolve the question how to in

terpret the relative price of investment in the data, our formulation encompasses both views . 

Tr and TK reflect distortions while B reflects differential productivity. Correspondingly, our 

estimation results and the quantitative exercises we perform can be interpreted from either 
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point of view. 

3 Empirical Implementation 

Our ultimate goal is to estimate the long run price elasticity of investment demand, i.e., the 

parameter O' in equation (17). Somewhat imprecisely, we also refer to O' as the price elasticity 

of demand for investment goods. Assuming that all countries share a common value for 0', 

the investment demand is the same for all countries apart fram a country specific effect (or an 

"intercept"), which comes either from differences in TFP Aj or from the policyjinstitutional 

variable, TK,j, or both. These country specific effects are subsumed in the fixed effect term 

(18). To account for these effects as well as to distinguish between short run and long run 

price elasticities, we employ (among other things) dynamic panel data techniques. 

Dynamic panel data techniques are advantageous in our context for three reasons. First, 

the regression analysis relies on data that exhibit greater variability as compared to pure 

time series or pure cross section data. Second, panel data techniques allow us to identify 

country specific effects, which would have been impossible if we were to use pure cross section 

techniques. Third, using dynamic panel data techniques, we are able to distinguish between 

the short and long run price elasticities of demand for investment. 

For completeness and to show the advantages of dynamic panel data techniques over more 

traditional methods, we work v.rith two econometric specifications. In the first static speci

fication, the lagged dependent and the lagged independent variables are not included on the 

RHS of the regression equation. In the second dynamic specification these lagged variables 

are included. The next two subsections describe these specifications and the econometric 

exercises that we perform on them. 

3.1 Static Panel 

Based on the theory above, see equation (17), we consider the following static specification 

of the demand for investment 

In i jt = In F Ej + /30 Inpjt + Cjt, 

c jt '"" iid( 0,0';), 

j = 1,2, ... ,N, 

t=1,2, ... ,T, 

10 
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----------------------------

where In F Ej is an unobserved time invariant country specific effect, Cit is an error term, 

subscript j is a country index and subscript t is a time indexo Depending on the exercise 

(see below) the time period is either one year or an average over either 6 or 7 years. (30 is 

the same as u in Section 2. 

If we use the original, annual data set, four issues need to be addressed. First, we need to 

determine whether to use estimation techniques that consider the country specific effect as a 

fixed-effect (FE) or as a random-effect (RE). Second, we need to account for the possibility 

that error terms are heteroskesdastic, i.e., that they have different variances for different 

countries. Third, we need to account for the possibility that the explanatory variable In Pjt 

is correlated with the error term Cjt (the so called endogeneity issue). Fourth, we need to 

test and correct for the possibility that error terms are serially correlated. We describe now 

how each of these issues is dealt with . 

• FE versus RE. The FE mo deI is estimated by the Within Group estimator (WG). To 

do that we first average equation (19) over time to get the cross section equation 

(20) 

where In tj - ~ 2::=1 In i jt , lnpj = ~ 2::=llnpjt and Ej = ~ 2::=1 Cjt. Second we 

subtract equation (20) from (19) for each t, which gives a transformed equation. Third 

we run an OLS regression on the transformed equation. The RE model, on the other 

hand, is estimated by the GLS random effects estimator. This procedure is more 

involved so we refer the interested reader to Baltagi (1995), Chapter 2, where it is fully 

described. 

Comparing the two procedures, the GLS random effect estimator is more efRcient, 

but it yields consistent estimates only if the country specific effects are not correlated 

with the regressors. On the other hand, the FE estimator is consistent regardless 

of the correlation between the country specific effects and regressors. To find out 

which estimator is more appropriate we apply a Hausman test to determine whether 

the difference between the estimated parameters according to these two procedures 

is small or large. If the difference is large, then we conclude that there is correlation 

between the country specific effects and the regressors, and we adopt the FE estimator . 

• Heteroskedasticity. In order to deal with heteroskedasticity, we report the consistent 

standard errar of the WG estimator. The advantage of this standard error, which has 
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been derived in Arellano (1987), is that it is robust to heteroskedasticity.4 

• Correlation between the explanatory variable and the error terms. We relax the com

monly held assumption that lnp is strictly exogenous, which means that it may be 

correlated with ê for some leads and lags. To account for that possibility, we let the 

lagged value of the regressor be an instrumento Then, to assess whether lnpit-l and 

é jt are correlated, we apply the Sargan test of over identifying restrictiOllS. 

• Serial correlation of error terms. Given that we use a static specification and that 

we work with annual data, it is possible that the error terms are serially correlated. 

Most notably, this may occur because relevant variables are omitted. To check for 

that, we apply a first order serial correlation testo If this test indicates the presence 

of serial correlation, one can remedy this by explicitly allowing for serial correlation. 

Qne commonly used remedy is to assume that error terms are AR(l) correlated 

êjt = pêjt-l + l/jt, 
l/jt '" iid(O, (T~). 

(21) 

Then under this AR(l) assumption the estimation procedure is carried out as follows. 

First, the AR(l) coefficient, p, is estimated using the residuaIs from WG estimation. 

After estimating p, the data is transformed and the AR(l) component is removed. 

Finally, the WG estimator is applied to the transformed data. 

A potential problem with this remedy is that it is very limited. It assumes a particular 

form of serial correlation and it does not deal directly with the source of the serial corre

lation, namely the omission of relevant variables. We show these limitations below (see 

footnotes 8 and 9) by comparing the regression equation that an AR(l) transformation 

produces with the regression equation that one gets with a more general formulation, 

i.e., a formulation in which no variables are omitted. 

AlI this describes the issues that arise if one uses the original annual data set. One way to 

get around these issues is to create a new, low frequency data set. This is done by averaging 

4The formula for the consistent standard error of the WG estimator of fio is 

N 

var(fio) = (X'X)-l(2: Xjêj ê;Xj )(X'X)-l, 
j=l 

where Xj = In Pj -In fij , ê j = (In ij -In lj) - fio(ln Pj -In fij ) and all bold face variables are T x 1 vectors. 
As Arellano (1987) shows, this standard error formula is valid under the presence of any heteroskedasticity 

or serial correlation in the error terms - as long as T is small relative to N. 
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the original data over (say) six or seven year disjoint time blocks. Then, one estimates the 

static equation (19), where each time period is one of these blocks. The downside of this 

estimation strategy is that it reduces the number of data points available as inputs into 

the regression analysis and thus reduces the efficiency of estimators.5 The upside is that 

the estimates one gets are long run estimates (which is what we are interested in) and that 

they are unbiased. Chirinko et aI. (2002) provide a detailed description of this 'averaging' 

estimation strategy. We pursue this strategy in our context and report estimation results 

for it. 

An alternative estimation strategy is to keep using the original annual data set but enrich 

the econometric specification to cope with the above four issues. Recall that our goal is to 

estimate the long run price elasticity of investment demando The problem we run into is 

that the data presents us with short run fiuctuations of the price of investment goods and 

with consequent short run adjustments to them. If we use the static specification (19), 

these short run adjustments introduce correlations between contemporaneous investment, 

the lagged values of investment, and the lagged values of prices. To cope direct1y with these 

correlations we abandon the static formulation (19), introduce a dynamic formulation into 

which these lagged values are integrated and then estimate the dynamic formulation. We 

describe this approach in the next subsection. 

3.2 Dynamic Panel 

The dynamic econometric specification is 

In ijt = In F Ef + /31 In i jt- 1 + /321npjt + ,83 lnpjt-1 + Ejt, 

Ejt '"" iid(O, a;), 

(22) 

where In F Ef are unobserved time invariant country specific effects, superscript 'D' stands 

for dynamic and Ejt are the error terms.6 

5 Another commonly used approach in the macroeconometrics literature is to 'smooth' the data. That 
approach however distorts the available information and has been widely criticized by econometricians. 

6The dynamic specification (22) is related to the static specification (19) with AR(l) error terms as 
follows. Substituting (21) into (19), the AR(l) regression equation is wTitten as 

where 
Vjt "" iid(O, O"~). 
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The parameter 132 in equation (22) is interpreted as the short run price elasticity of 

investment demando The corresponding long run price elasticity is derived from (22) by 

setting Ejt = O, In i jt = In i jt- 1 and solving the resulting relationship between In i and lnp. 

Then the long run price elasticity iS7 

13LR = LR(131, 132' 133 ) == 132 + :3. 
1- 1 

(23) 

Econometrically (22) is estimated via OLS and WG techniques, as in section 3.1, and 

also via Generalized Method of Moments (GNIl\II) techniques. For a detailed description of 

GMM techniques see Chamberlain (1984), Holtz-Eakin, Newey and Rosen (1988), Arellano 

and Bond (1991), Arellano and Bover (1995), and Blundell and Bond (1998a).8 

Applying GMM techniques to the problem at hand, we report estimation results following 

two approaches. In the first approach, which is based on Arellano and Bond (1991), country 

specific effects are eliminated by taking first differences of the regression equation.9 Applying 

this to (22), we get 

In i jt -In i jt_1 = 131 (In ijt- 1 -In ijt- 2) + 132 (lnpjt -lnpjt-l) 

+ 133 (lnpjt-l -lnpjt-2) + f.jt - Ejt-l· 

(24) 

Assuming that the Ejt'S are serially uncorrelated (i.e., that E(EjtEjs) = O for t =1= s), In ijt-s are 

valid instruments in these first differenced equations if s 2: 2. Then using these instruments 

we get the following T - 3 moment restrictions 

Then, if we set ,61 = P , {32 = {3o, {33 = -t3oP and InFEf = (1 - p) In FEj , this regression equation is 
the same as (22). In general, however, (22) contains three parameters whereas (19) with AR(l) error terms 
contains only two. Therefore, (19) with AR(l) is a (very) special case of (22). 

7 A limitation of the static specification (19) with AR(l) error terms is now revealed: It does not allow 
one to distinguish between the short and long run price elasticities of investment demando By the equation 
in the foregoing footnote and by (23), both elasticities are equal to (3o. Indeed 

6 AR(1) = {32 + ,83 = {3o - t30P = {3 
LR 1 - {31 1 _ P O· 

8Details concerning how these GMM techniques are applied to the problem at hand are found in Appendix 
A. 

9Subtracting the average as we do with the WG estimator of the static panel is not going to work here. 
This is because the transformed lagged dependent variable and the transformed error terms are correlated, 
and this correlation does not vanish as the number of data points increases to infinity. This is shown in 
Nickell (1981). 
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E(ln i jt- s ( Ejt - Ejt-1» = o for s 2 2 and t = 3, .... , T. (25) 

Assuming furthermore that In p is weakly exogenous,10 we get additional moment restrictions 

E(lnpjt_S(Ejt - Ejt-1» = O for s "22 and t = 3, .... , T. (26) 

Arellano and Bond (1991) developed a consistent estimator, which is referred to as GMM

DIF, for this first difference approach. This estimator works well when the instruments are 

highly correlated with the regressors. Blundell and Bond (1998a) show via Monte Carlo 

simulations that if (31 is dose to 1 (and in our case it is), then the lagged values of variables 

are weak instruments for the corresponding differenced variables, causing the asymptotic and 

the small sample performance of the GMM-DIF estimator to be poor. ll Blundell and Bond 

also show that the GMM-DIF estimator of (31 exhibits a downward asymptotic bias and large 

standard errors in small samples.12 Furthermore, recent empirical work (See Blundell and 

Bond (1998b), Loyaza, Schmidt-Hebbel and Serven (2000) and Bond, Hoeffer and Temple 

(2001» shows that the estimate of (31 under GMM-DIF is close to the estimate of (31 under 

WG estimation, which, as we discuss later, is biased downwards. This empirical work also 

points out that GMM-DIF estimators are inefficient, Le., the standard errors ofthe estimates 

are large. 

To overcome these biases and imprecisions we pursue a second, 'system' approach, referred 

to as GMM-SYS (or extended GMM) estimation. This approach combines, in a system, 

regressions in differences with regressions in leveis, as in Arellano and Bover (1995). The 

work of Blundell and Bond (1998a) shows - theoretically and via Monte Carlo simulations

that the leveI restrictions under GMM-SYS are informative in cases where the first differenced 

instruments are not (even if (31 is large). In addition the empirical work mentioned above 

lOThe assumption of weak exogeneity of lnpjt is that E(€js lnpjt) = O for s > t. 
lI A1though the autocorrelation of the ln ijt series is sufficiently below 1 that we can reject the unit root 

hypothesis (see below), lnijt are still positively and highly correlated, i.e., fJl is positive and 'large.' Because 
of that, the instrumental variables for In ij,t-z, In i j ,t-3,"" In ij,1 are weak instruments i.e., they are not 
strongly correlatcd with the regressors, and this poses prohlems for applying the GMM-DIF estimator. 

12Blundell and Bond (1998a) evaluate the performance of the GMM-DIF estimator via Monte Carlo 
simulations. In particular, they consider the pure AR(l) case 

Yit = "7.; + aYit-l + Vit· 

Then, they illustrate their results 'V1th a dynamic labor demand equation, which includes wage and capital 
stock as explanatory variables 
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shows that standard errors under GMM-SYS are smaller than under GMM-DIF. 

This GMM-SYS estimator works as follows. The instruments for the regression in dif

ferences are the lagged values of the corresponding leveI variables as before. Symmetrically, 

the instruments for the regression in leveIs are the lagged differences of the corresponding 

variables. These are suitable instruments under the additional condition that there is no 

correlation between the differences of the right hand side variables and the country specific 

effects, which is written as13 

E((lllijt_1 -lnijt- 2)11lFEf) = O 

E((111Pjt-1-lnpjt-2)lnFEf) = O. 

Thell, adding to this the stalldard condition that E((lll ijt- 1-l11 ijt- 2)fjt) = O and E((lnpjt-1-

lnpjt-2)fjt) = O, we get the follo\Ving additional moment restrictions14 

E((1n i jt_1 -In ijt-2)(1nFEf + fjt)) = O for t = 3, .... , T, 

E((lllPjt-1 -lnpjt-2)(11lFEf + fjt)) = O for t = 3, .... ,T. 

(27) 

(28) 

Another advantage of the system GMM over the first-differellce GMM estimator is that 

it allows us to study not only the time series relationship (between price and demand for 

investmellt) but also their cross sectioll relationship.15 In any event, we report estimation 

results for both GMM-DIF and GMM-SYS. 

To assess the empirical results of GMM-DIF and GMM-SYS, we apply two specification 

tests proposed by Arellano and Bond (1991). The first specification test is the Sargan test 

of over identifying restrictions, which tests for the overall validity of the instruments. The 

second test examines the hypothesis that the fjt are not second order serially correlated. 16 

13This assumption doesn't require that there is no correlation between the leveIs of Inpjt and In P Ef. 
Instead, this assumption follows from the stationarity property 

E(ln ijt+m InPEJ) = E(Inijt+nlnPEJ) for any m. and n, 

E(lnpjt+m InPEJ) = E(lnpjt+n InPEJ) for any m. and 11. 

14Arellano and Bover (1995) show that further lagged difIerences would result in redundant moment 
restrictions if alI available moment restrictions in first difIerences are exploited. 

15The GMM-DIF estimator eliminates the unobserved fixed efIects, while regression in leveIs does noto 
16By construction, it is likely that E((éjt - éjt-l)(éjt-l - éjt-2)) i= O. Thcrefore, even if the original error 
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We also test the validity of the additional instruments in the leveI equations. The set of 

instruments used for the equations in GMM-DIF is a subset of that used in GMM-SYS, so 

a test of these extra instruments is naturally defined. We apply a "difference" Sargan test 

by comparing the Sargan statistic for the GMM-SYS estimator and the Sargan statistic for 

the corresponding GMM-DIF estimator. 

Measurement Error. So far we assumed that variables are measured without errors. 

Measurement errors are not unlikely for our data set but, fortunately, our procedures are 

easily extended to cope with them. Specifically, suppose that In i jt and lnpjt are not directly 

observed and that instead we observe 

In i jt = In ijt + m;t, (29) 

1 - -1 p npjt - npjt + mjt, 

where m;t and m;t are measurement errors that are uncorrelated with all of In ijt and In Pjt 

and that are uncorrelated over time. Then, if one substitutes In i jt and lnpjt from equation 

(29) into equation (24), one gets 

- - i i B(i i) €jt - €jt-1 = €jt - €jt-1 + m jt - mjt-1 - I 1 m jt- 1 - mjt-2 

- f32(mIJt - m}t-1) - f33(m}t-1 - mIJt-2)' 

By the condition that the measurement errors are uncorrelated over time,17 we obtain the 

follO\ving moment restrictions 

E(ln ijt-s(Jjt - Ejt-1)) = O for s ~ 3 and t = 4, .... , T, 

E(lnpjt_s(Jjt - Ejt-1)) = O for s ~ 3 and t = 4, .... , T, 

E((lnijt_2 -lnijt-3)(1nFEf + Ejt)) = O for t = 4, .... ,T, 

E((1npjt-2 -lnpjt-3)(1nFEf + Ejt)) = O for t = 4, .... , T. 

terms are not serially correlated, the differenced error terms are, which means that the hypothesis that they 
are not serially correlated would likely be rejected. 

17 Alternatively, we could assume that measurement errors follow a moving average process of order l. 
In that case we would use instruments that are lagged one more period than what would be necessary if 
rneasurement errors were serially uncorrelated. 
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Once we have these moment restrictions we apply GMM estimation, following the same 

steps as before. Specification tests for the validity of the instruments are analogous too. 

4 Data and Results 

The data we use comes from the Penn World Table, PWT 6.0 (Heston et aI. 2002). To 

balance the data, we extracted a sub-sanlple of 113 countries, observed over 37 years, from 

1960 to 1996. TabIe 1 at the end of the paper lists all the countries in our sampIe. The 

relative price of investment that we use is the ratio of the 1996 international price leveI of 

investment, PWT variable pi, and the 1996 international price leveI of consumption, PWT 

variable pc. The investment-output ratio is the investment share of real GDP per capita 

evaluated at 1996 international prices, P\VT variable ki. 

\Ve also constructed two 'average' panel data sets, derived from the above raw data. In 

the first paneI we averaged the data over six disjoint time blocks with six years in each block: 

60-65,66-71,71-77,78-83,83-89, and 90-95. Each block tis considered one time period and 

we have si.'\: time periods altogether, T = 6. In the second panel we averaged the data over 

five disjoint blocks with seven years in each block: 60-66, 67-73, 74-80, 81-88 and 89-96. 

Then we have five time periods altogether, T = 5. 

As a first step we checked whether the In ijt and the lnpjt series are stationary. To do 

that, while accounting for possible trends we ran the regressions 

In i jt - 80 + 8It + PIln ijt-I + Vjt 

lnpjt 82 + 83t + P2 ln pjt-1 + f.1jt, 

using the STATA module xtdftest. 18 Based on these regressions we test for stationarity, 

using the Fisher version of the Dickey-Fuller test under the assumption of no cross country 

correlation among the errors. We have chosen the Fisher test because, as shown in Madalla 

and Kim (1998), it is more robust than other tests to violations of the no correlation as

sumption. Applying this test we find that non-stationarity is rejected, Le., we reject the 

hypotheses PI = 1 and P2 = 1. Therefore our sedes refiect stationary fiuctuations around 

(perhaps) a deterministic trend. This allows us to proceed with the statistical procedures 

below. 

Having done that, we present estimation results for the price elasticity of investment 

demando As a matter of convention, our estimates are discussed as positive numbers, which 

18We thank Luca Nunziata for kindly providing us with this module. 
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means they should be interpreted as the absolute values of the actual elasticities (the tables 

report them as negative numbers). The overalI condusion that emerges from our analysis 

is that the estimates of the long run price elasticity are, for the most part, between 0.5 

and 1. They tend to equal 1 when country specific effects are ignored and this is true 

regardless of whether we use static or dynamic panel techniques and whether we control 

for the endogeneity of the regressor (price) or noto At the other end of the spectrum, 

the estimates tend to be dose to 0.5 when country specmc effects are taken into account 

but when serial correlation or, more generally, dynamic linkages are ignored. When both 

dynamic linkages aud country specmc effects are controlled for, then, depending on the 

particular procedure we use, the estimates falI somewhere between 0.5 and 1, and in the 

majority of cases are dose to 0.7. The order of presentation of these estimates folIows the 

order of presentation of the econometric specifications in Section 3. 

4.1 Static Panel 

4.1.1 Annual panel data 

Table 2 reports estimation results for the static specification (19), using our raw almual 

data. 19 In column [1] we report the results of an OLS regression and in column [2] the 

results of a 2SLS regression. Both regressions do not control for country specific effects. The 

first regression ignores price endogeneity as well, while the second regression does noto As 

can be seen, the estimated price elasticity in columns [1] and [2] is around 1. Whether we 

control or do not control for price endogeneity, the Wald test does not reject the hypothesis 

that the price elasticity = 1. This result agrees with the results of Restruccia and Urittia 

(2001) who, likewise, do not controI for country specific effects. 

These results change dramatically when country specific effects are controlIed for. This 

can be seen in columus [3]- [7], which report regression results when fuced effects are (poten

tially) different across countries. The reported estimates in these columus are all well below 

1, and actually dose to 0.5. In particular, the WG regression [3] yieIds price elasticity of 

0.522 and, correcting for price endogeneity in column [4], we get a slightly higher estimate, 

0.558. The Sargan tests of over identifying restrictions for the 2SLS regressions, columns [2] 

and [4], do not indicate a problem with the validity of instrumental variables. 

In column [6] we check for first order serial correlation, AR(I), of the error terms -

continuing to control for country specific effects (Le., running a WG regression). \Ve find 

19 Ali results in Tables 2,3,4 and 5 are computed using Stata 7.0. The test of first order serial correlation 
is taken from the DPD98 software for GAUSS developed by Arellano and Bond (1998). 
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strong and positive serial correlation. The estimated AR(l) coefficient pis high, 0.725, and 

the Bhargava et aI. (1982) Durbin Watson test rejects p = O. The estimate of the price 

elasticity in this column, 0.385, appears excessively low. Recall however that when error 

terms are AR(l) correlated, the short and long run price elasticities are constrained to be 

equal (see footnote 9). Since the short run elasticity is smaller than the long run elasticity 

we interpret this estimate for (30 as an average between the short and long run elasticities. A 

more satisfactory approach obviously is to explicitly distinguish between the short run and 

long run elasticities in the econometric specificatioll, which we do below. 

Column [7] of Table 2 reports regression results when country specific effects are treated 

as random effects, Le., when equation (19) is estimated via GLS with random effects. The 

estimate we get then, 0.566, is sufliciently different from the WG estimate we get under a 

fixed effect treatment, 0.522. Because of that the Hausman test rejects the hypothesis of no 

correlation between the fixed effects and the regressors. Consequently, we consider country 

specific effects as fixed effects from this point onwards. 

The net result from all this is that working with the static specification and with annual 

data is inappropriate. Error terms are serially correlated, when we naively correct for them 

via AR(l) we get excessively low estimates of the price elasticity, and short run and long run 

elasticities are not distinguished. This suggest we should consider either transformed data 

or an alternative specification. vVe first present results for transformed (Le., averaged) data. 

Then we present results for the dynamic specifications. 

4.1.2 Average panel data 

Table 3 presents the results for the 6 and 7 year average panels. The first thing to note 

here, see columns [1], [2], [5], and [6], is that, whell the fixed effect is cOIh<;trained to be equal 

across countries, the price elasticity is still around 1. Therefore averaging the data may (and 

as we shall see, does) remedy for serial correlation, but it is no panacea for ignoring country 

specific effects. The second thing to note is that the estimates in the remaining columns are 

larger than the corresponding estimates in Table 2 but are still significantly lower than 1. 

And the third thing to note is that accounting for price endogeneity here makes a bigger 

difference than in Table 2, i.e., it increases the estimates by a bigger margin. In the end, 

when we control both for country specific effects and for price endogeneity, we get 0.650 for 

the six year average (column [4]) and 0.674 for the seven year average (column [8]). 

Another thing we did was to check whether the addition of a time variable makes a 

difference. To do that we re-ran the previous regressions with time dummies. The results 

are shown in Table 4. As this table shows, if we do not control for the fixed effect or for price 
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endogeneity (columns [1] and [5]), the estimated elasticity is still 1 and the dummies are 

significant. On the other hand, when we control for price endogeneity but not for country 

specific effects, only one time dummy is significant (columns [2] and [6]). The "VG estimates 

(columns [3] and [7]) without controlling for price endogeneity deliver values for f30 very 

dose to columns [3] and [7] of Table 3 and likewise columns [4] and [8] are similar in the two 

tables. Furthermore, the "VG estimates that control for price endogeneity (columns [4] and 

[8]) indicate that price dummies are insignificant. Finally the Wald Tests rejectsf30 = 1 in 

columns [3], [4], [7] and [8]. AlI in alI, the addition of time dmnmies makes little difference, 

especially when controlling for cross country heterogeneity and price endogeneity. 

In summary, if we had to pick one estimate to report from this averaged panel exercise 

it would be the one for the six year average (column [4]), 0.66, with a robust standard error 

of 0.16; the corresponding estimate for the 7 year average has a higher robust standard 

error so we consider it inferior. The good news about this estimation strategy is that we 

get estimates of the long run elasticity and that serial correlation tests come back negative. 

Moreover, time dummies are significant only when we do not controI for price endogeneity. 

The downside is that alI standard errors are higher when we work with the averaged data 

than with the annual data. In particular, the WG-2SLS robust standard errors are doubled, 

compare columns [4] in Tables 2 and 3. This comes from the fact that we have less data points 

to work vvith when the data is averaged. AIso, this approach does not make a distinction 

between the short run and long run price elasticity of demando The approach we turn. to 

next makes this distinction. 

4.2 Dynamic Panel 

We implemented the dynamic panel specification, (22), employing OLS, \VG and GMM 

estimators. Before we comment on the numerical results we obtained, we discuss several 

issues that GMM estimation brings up. In particular we discuss what estimates we report, 

how we obtained these estimates and how one should goabout interpreting them. 

The first issue to be discussed is that the usual GMM procedure that uses all lagged 

values as instruments becomes computationally infeasible when T gets large. This is shown 

in full detail in Arellano and Bond (1998). Furthermore, Monte Carlo experiments (see 

Judson and Owen (1996)) indicate that increasing the number of instruments used creates a 

trade off. On the one hand, it increases the efficiency but, on the other hand, it increases the 

bias of the estimated f31 •20 To deal with this issue, we used a "restricted GMM" procedure 

20 An empirical cross country study that lends further support to this result is Loyaza, Schmidt-Hebbel 
and Serven (2000). 
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in which the number of lagged values used as instruments was at most two. 

The second issue is that we had to decide whether to report numbers from the one step or 

the two step GMM (we describe these procedures in Appendix A). The one step GMM is pred

icated on the error terms Ejt being independent and homoskedastic - both cross sectionally 

and over time. But then standard errors and test statistics are not robust to heteroskedas

ticity. The two step GMM remedies this problem by constructing a consistent estimate of 

the variance-covariance matrix of the moment conditions (based on first step residuaIs) and 

then re-running the estimator.21 The problem with the two step GMM estimator however is 

that the standard errors it produces are biased downward in small samples.22 This problem 

is pointed out in Blundell and Bond (1998a). The same authors also show - via Monte Carlo 

simulations - that the precision of the one step GMM is not much lower than the precision 

of the two step GMM. Following up on these findings, we report the following estimates. 

For the point estimates of (J's we report the estimates from one step Gl\!Il\1; for standard 

errors we report the estimates from one step GMM - corrected by the variance-covariance 

matrix computed from the first step residuals; and for specification tests and checking for 

second order serial correlation we report the estimates from two step GMM. This last choice 

is guided by the fact that the Sargan test, based on the two step GMM, is the only one 

that is heteroskedasticity consistent. Also, the asymptotic power of the second order serial 

correlation test increases in the efficiency of the GMM estimator,23 and the two step GMM 

is more efficient. 

A third issue is whether to include lagged price lnpjt-l on the right hand side of the 

regression equation. As far as the generality of econometric procedure, lnpjt-l should be 

included.24 As far as economic theory, In pjt-l should be excluded. This is because a price 

shock in period t - 1 affects investment in period t - 1, In ijt-l' and In i jt - 1 affects In ijt. 

However, once this chain of effects is accounted for, there is no further, independent effect of 

lnpjt-l on ln ijt. Nonetheless, and for completeness sake, we report estimation results both 

when lnpjt-l is included and excluded. 

Let us now discuss now how to interpret the estimates, Le., which of the various estimates 

21 If the error terms are spherical (homoskedastic), the one step and the two step GMM estimators are 
asymptoticallyequivalent for GMM-D1F. Otherwise, the two step GMM is more efficient. 

22Windmeijer (2000) created a procedure to correct the standard errors of the two step GMM estimator 
and embedded it into the DPD98 program for Gauss. He has kindly provided us with this procedure. We 
applied it to our problem and the standard errors \V"B got were similar to those we got by correcting for 
heteroskedasticity. 

23See Arellano and Bond (1991). 
241n order to pin down the correct specification one should start with a broad specification then let the 

statistical results dictate which V"ariable(s) to keep. 
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we report (OLS, "\VG, GMM) in Table 5 is more reasonable. As Nickell (1981) and, more 

recent1y, Blundell and Bond (1998a) show, the transformation underlying WG estimation 

(see Section 3) biases the estimated coefficient 131 downwards. 25 Furthermore, standard 

results - in simpler settings - show that, when variables are omitted, the estimate of 131 is 

biased upwards under OLS regression; Appendix C extends these results to our setting. As 

far as GMM estimation, it is known that if Tis small relative N, then GMM estimators are 

consistent, whereas WG estimators are noto In our case however T is not so small relative 

to N (T = 37, N = 113) and theoretical results comparing Gl\1M and WG in this case are 

just starting to emerge. The first such result is found in Alvarez and Arellano (2002). They 

consider the case where T / N tends to a positive constant and show that WG and GMM 

estimators exhibit negative asymptotic biases.26 However, they also report several Monte 

Carlo simulations where T ::; N, and where the bias of the GMM estimator is always smaller 

than the bias of the WG estimator. Therefore even if N and T are of (approximately) the 

same order of magnitude, it seems that GMM estimation is less biased. 

Now we are ready to discuss the numerical results for the dynamic panel, as shown in 

Table 5.27 Odd numbered columns report estimates when Inpjt-1 is included on the RHS 

of the regression equation, and even numbered colunms report estimates when Inpjt-1 is 

excluded. As can be seen, the coefficient of Inpjt-1 is not significant in columns [5] and 

[7]. The first four columns of Table 5 report OLS and WG estimates of the parameters 131 , 

132 and 133 together with estimates of the robust standard errors. As discussed above, the 

OLS estimates of 131 are biased upwards while the vVG estimates are biased downwards.28 

Computing the long run price elasticity 13LR from OLS estimation, we find that we cannot 

reject the hypothesis that it equals L 

Colunms [5] to [8] report the results of GMM estimation. In all GMM regressions we 

take the conservative approach of allowing for measurement errors that are uncorrelated 

across time. The validity of the lagged leveI variables t - 3 and t - 4 as instruments in the 

GMM-DIF equation [5] is not rejected by the Sargan tests. Likewise the t - 3 lagged leveI 

variables combined with t - 2 lagged first differenced variables as instruments in GMM-SYS 

in [7] is not rejected by the Sargan tests. Similar statements apply to regressions [6] and [8] 

25They show this however for the "pure" AR(l) case without exogenous regressors. 
26 However, Alvarez and Arellano (2002) show this result for a first-order autoregressive model AR(l) 

without explanatory variables, with homoskedasticity and only the one step GMM estimator is considered. 
27 AlI results in Tables 5, 6, and 7 are computed using the DPD98 software for GAUSS. See Arellano and 

Bond (1998). 
28This is because the OLS estimator ignores not only the unobserved country specific effects but also the 

endogeneity of the explanatory variables. WG estimator deals with the first problem, but still ignores the 
second one. 
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where lnpjt-1 is not included as an explanatory variable.29 We have tested for second order 

serial correlation and rejected that possibility. 

As stated earlier, the WG estimates of (31 are known to be biased downwards. Columns [5] 

and [6] show that GMM-DIF estimates are smaller yet. 80 this suggests that the instruments 

used in the GMM-DIF estimator are indeed weak. 

Interpreting the overall message of Table 5, we would say that estimates under GMM-

8Y8, columns [6] and [8], seem the most reasonable. The estimated coefficients of In ijt - 1 are 

higher than the WG estimates, which are knOWIl to be biased downwards, and lower than the • 

OL8 estimates, which are known to be biased upwards. Furthermore, the estimated coeffi-

cient of In i jt _ 1 under GMM-DIF is lower than under \VG, so the GMM-DIF procedure seems 

to go in the wrong direction. If we compare standard errors, there is a gain in precision from 

exploiting the additional moment restrictions. And, finally, the difference 8argan statistic 

that tests the additional moment restrictions confirms their validity. Comparing colunms 

[7] and [8] suggests that lnpjt-1 can be omitted. Therefore, if we consider regression [8] as 

the most reasonable, the coefficient on the lagged dependent variable is 0.744, the short run 

price elasticity is 0.177, and the two together imply a long run price elasticity of investment 

demand of 0.691 (0.174). We tested the hypothesis that the long run price elasticity is 1, 

and rejected it at the 10% significance leve1.3o 

Although the estimates reported under [8] seem the most reasonable, it is worth noting 

that the point estimate for (3LR from \VG estimation, regression [4], is very dose to the point 

estimate from the GMM-8Y8 estimation, colunm [8]. Although the WG estimation results 

are biased, Nickell (1981) shows that this bias is of order~. Therefore, since T is fairly 

large in our data set, this bias is quantitatively small. Note also that WG estimation rejects 

f3LR = 1 at the lower, 5%, significance leveI. 

In Table 6 we report OL8 and WG estimates for the dynamic specification with time 

dummies added to the RH8 of the regression equation.31 We obtained very similar results 

to those in Table 5 (columns [2] and [4] respectively). In particular, the vVG estimation 

291n this case, we use the lagged leveI t - 2 as instruments in the first-differenced equation (24). AIso we 
use t - 2 as instruments in the first-differenced equations, combined with lagged first-differenced variables 
dated t - 1 as instruments in the leveI equations in (22) for lnp. 

30The standard error of {3LR is obtained by using the Delta method. See appendix B. 
31 As before, it was infeasible to apply Gl'vfM estimators when time dummies are included. This is 

because the total number of instruments would then be excessively large relative to the cross section 
dimensiono This implies that the two step GMM estimator, cannot be computed because the matrix 

lV 
W 2 = (ir I: Zf'EjEj'Zf)-1 is not invertible. See appendix A and,. for a full treatment of invertibility 

j=1 

issues, AreIlano and Bond (1998). 
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indicate long run price elasticity of investment demand of 0.707 (0.093). 

For completeness we tried a more general lag structure of the dynamic specification, 

which includes a second lag of the price and investment variables. The last two columns of 

Table 7 report GMM-SYS estimations of this generalized equation. It turns out that both 

lagged variables In i jt-2 and In pjt-2 are not significant. 

What we can say as an overall summary from this analysis is that putting lagged invest

ment on the RHS of the regression equation shows a positive and significant coefficient (31 

and eliminates the need to add an arbitrary serially dependent error term.32 In addition it 

allows us to distinguish between the short run and long run price elasticities and, as it turns 

out, this distinction is quantitatively significant; the long run price elasticity of investment 

demand is more than three times bigger than the short run elasticity.33 And finally if country 

specific e:ffects are not controlled for, we continue to get a long run estimate of 1 even with 

dynamic panel data techniques. 

5 The Bias of OLS Estimation 

A repeatedly appearing result in Section 4 is that, when country-specific effects are ignored, 

the Cobb-Douglas hypothesis (j = 1 is accepted. In this section we investigate what gives 

rise to this resulto We do this by calculating the bias that comes from not considering 

country specific e:ffects and adding this bias to the estimated value of (j when these e:ffects 

are considered. Then the sum of the two is indeed l. 

To begin with, let's define 

i' - (i~, ... ,ij, ... ,i:V) whereij:::(ij1, ... ,ijt, ... ,ijT) and 

p' - (p~, ... ,pj, ... ,p:V) wherepj=(pj1'··',Pjt"",PjT). 

The variance-covariance matrix of the PWT data is 

M = [ var (In i) cov (ln i, In p) ] = [0.605 -0.307]. 
cov (In i, In p) var (In p) -0.307 0.306 

32Note that the estiroated value oi 131,0.744, is quite close to the estimated p that we obtained with the 
static AR(l) specifications, 0.725. 

33We also conducted a wide array of sensitivity analyses to verify the robustness oi OUl" results. First, 
wc consider two alternative sub saroples, broken up according to 'early' and 'late' periods. The first sub 
sarople has observations froro 1960 to 1978 and the second iroro 1979 to 1996. Moreover, we conducted the 
estiroations with and without Sub Saharan countries. Overall, the· GMM-SYS estiroates are pretty robust 
across these alt.ernative data sets and the long run price elasticity are between 0.72 and 0.78. 
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Then the OLS estimate of the static panel satisfies 

ílOLS = -1 00 = cov (In i, lnp) = cov ((lnFE + f30 In p) , lnp) = cov (InFE, lnp) + f3 
o . var (In p) var (In p) var (In p) o· 

This implies that OLS estimation wilI bias upwards the estimated value of f30 whenever 

cov(ln FE, In p) < O (which, as the next paragraph shows, is the case). 

An analogous - although more involved - proof applies to the dynamic paneI. In Appendix 

C, using the fact that var(ln p) ~ -cov(ln i, In p) ~ ~var(ln i), that íl3 = íl3,Bias = O and 

assuming that alI economies are on a balanced growth path in the first period, we show that 

ô7PLS 
,uLR 

ôcov (In F'ED 
, In p) 

~OLS íl2 + íl2 Bias 
> O, where f3LR = _ (7' .:.. ) . 

1 f31 + f31,Bias 
(30) 

Thus OLS estimation biases upwards the estimated value of f3LR for the dynamic panel as 

welI. Furthermore, using the estimated values of var(lnFED) and cov(lnFED,lnp), we 
~OLS 

calculate f3LR directly, obtaining 1.04.34 This helps explain why ignoring country specific 

effects biases the estimate of f3 upwards and leads to the erroneous condusion that the 

aggregate production function is Cobb-Douglas. 

To further substantiate this result and relate it to previous literature, we have done the 

following exercise. We restricted our time averaged data set to the more or less homogeneous 

set of 15 OECD economies. Table 8 displays estimation results for this sub panel when 

cOlmtry specific effects are ignored. As shown in that table, the price elasticity estimates we 

get for f30 are between 0.54 (for 6 year averaging) and 0.76 (for 7 year averaging).35 These 

results are what we had expected. VV11en attention is restricted to a small set of similar 

countries, country specific effects are approximately the same. Then the estimates we get 

should be dose to the ones we get when we consider a large set of dissimilar countries, but 

when country specific effects are controlIed for. This result is also in conformity with results 

reported by ColIins and vVilliams (1999), using a similar approach, i.e., restricting attention 

to OECD economies. 

To illustrate what country specific effects add to the statistical quality of results, we 

, _D (-D ) 
34This estimate is obtained by computing var(lnFE ) cov lnFE ,lnp (which falI out ofthe estimation) 

~OLS 
and from them get /3LR directly. Note that this direct estimate is not far of! the estimate we report in Table 
5, column 2. 

35The estimates we get for /30 are, not surprisingly, of poor statistical quality. This is indicated by the 
high robust standard errors. The reasou for this is that we lose a lot of observations because the data is 
both time-averaged and because we delete many economies. 
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present the scatter plots of 

(A I 
. = In i jt - '131 In i jt - 1 - In FJjjD j I . .) nz_ ~ , npJ 

1 - /31 t=1, ... ,36 N=1, ... ,113 

Figure 1 shows this scatter plot for OLS estimation and Figure 2 shows it for GMM-SYS 

estimation. These Figures show that the scatter plot is tighter around the regression line for 

GMM-SYS, giving us a better fit of the data when country specific effects are included. 
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• • ... ' . • • 
4 ••• 4 • • • 
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-2 -~ o ~ 2: -2 -~ o ~ 2 

inp lnp 
Figure 1: Scatter plot under OLS Figure 2: Scatter plot under GMM-SYS 

6 Quantitative Exercises 

In this section we perform several quantitative exercises, showing what bearing our estimation 

results have on several important issues of economic development and income gaps across 

countries. In Subsection 6.1 we make the point that ifwe compare our estimated u, u = 0.7, 

to the traditionally used u, u = 1, then our u magnifies the effect of distortions and thereby 

raises the neoclassical model's capability to explain income differences. In Subsection 6.2 

we perform a development decomposition exercise à la Hall and Jones (1999). This exercise 

suggests that u = 0.7 reduces the correlation between TFP and per capita incomes and 

thereby magnifies the role of distortions. In Subsection 6.3 we assess how much of the 

distortions that our model formulation is based on are captured by the investment good 

price in the Summers Heston data set. 
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6.1 How income jointly varies with P and (j 

In this subsection we show the quantitative effects of distortions. We calibrate the model 

to US data, then show the range and the elasticity of per capita incomes in a simulated 

model. The simulated model is the same as the calibrated US model economy, except that 

we entertain hypothetical values of the distortion parameter. We exhibit the simulated 

mo deI for various values of cr. Then we show that a smaller value of cr magnifies the effect 

of distortions (in a sense to be made precise below). Altogether our estimation results along 

",ith the analysis in this subsection suggest that the role of distortions in explaining income 

gaps is bigger than has hitherto been believed. Or, to put the matter somewhat differently, 

they suggest that policies that reduce distortions in poor economies would have greater 

stimulative effects. 

The analysis in Section 2 shows that steady state per capita income depends on the 

distortion parameters Ti and TK , on the productivity parameters A and B and on other 

parameters of the model. To show this dependence let's solve (11), assuming an interior 

solution. We get 

(31) 

where 

(32) 

This solution is valid, i.e., k > O if and only if cr < 1 and P < P(cr) or cr > 1 and P > P(cr).36 

Then, if we substitute (31) into (3) and recal1 that y = Af (k), we get 

[ 
1 - a: ] U::1 

y(P,cr) = A 1- ~K(P) , (33) 

where 

_ t' (k) [pP(cr)] l-a 
a:K (P) = k f (k) = (34) 

is the capital share of income. 

Log-differentiating (33), the elasticity of income ",ith respect to distortions is written as 

(35) 

36If a < 1 and P 2: P (a) capital demand drops to zero (the economy is povert,y trapped) whereas, if a> 1 
and P :s; P (a) capital demand is unbounded. 
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To probe more thoroughly into how P and a jointly affect per capita income we calibrate 

the mo dei to US data. Numerical values are thereby assigned to parameters other than P 

and a, which allows us to focus on the role of, and relationship between, P and a alone. To 

this end consider three equations that map unobserved parameters to observed variables. 

[ 
17-1] u~l y = A 1 - Q + Qk-;;-

Q 
QK = 17 1 

(1 - Q) k--;;- + Q 
(36) 

k k 
fi,=-= 17 . 

Y A (1 _ Q + Qk 17;;1 ) 17-1 

y, QK and fi, in these equations have the status of observed variables (from US data), while 

A and Q have the status of unobserved parameters. a has the status of a "free parameter." 

We normalize y = 1 and solve system (36) for A and Q in terms of fi" QK and a, which gives 

(37) 

and 
QK 

Q = 17 1· (38) 
QK + (1 - QK) fi,-;;-

Furthermore, using (34) and substituting (37) and (38) into (32) we get (subscript C stands 

for 'calibrated') 

(39) 

Having solved for A and Q we simulate the model, i.e., we ask what US per capita income 

would be for hypothetical values of the distortion parameter, P. We let P = PeP, where P 

has now the status of a hypothetical distortion parameter for the US economy. We substitute 

(39) into (34), which gives 

(40) 

Then we substitute (40) into (33) and (35) and get 

(41) 

and 

(42) 
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seu 

Equations (42) and (41) is what we call the simulated model. They are illustrated in 

Figures 3 and 4 for a range of P values for which the assumption of interior solution is 

validated. The figures illustrate the dependence of per capita income on distortions for three 

distinct values of (J": (J" = 0.25, 1, and 4. 

4 

~ 

;:.., 0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

o ~ 3 P 4 5 7 4 

Figure 3: Output Figure 4: Elasticity 

Figure 3 suggests a simple way of determining whether a smaller (J" magnifies the effect of 

distortions or dampens them. One measures the effect of distortions as the range of incomes 

that is generated as P varies over some 'relevant' domain. The bigger is this range the greater 

is the effect of distortions. We wiIl take the relevant domain to be [1, Pmax], where the high 

end of the domain Pmax is the largest P for which the equilibrium is interior. We take the 

low end of the domain to be 1 because most economies have a calibrated value of P above 

1. Altogether whether (J" magnifies the effect of distortion is measured via 

l((J") = y(I,(J") - y(Pmax,(J"). 

Using this measure and inspecting Figure 3 we see that l is decreasing in (J" and thus that 

a smaller (J" magnifies the effect of distortions. 

Figure 4 suggests another way of determining whether a smaIler (J" magnifies the impact 

of distortions. If a smaller (J" increases "l we say that it magnifies the impact of distortions; 

otherwise it dampens it. As Figure 4 shows this depends on the particular P at which this 

effect is evaluated. If P is smaIl, then a large (J" magnifies the impact of distortions.37 On 

37This finding is consistent with Mankiw's (1995) work. 
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the other hand, if P is large, then a small (J' magnifies the impact of distortions. Unlike 

the range criterion the elasticity criterion is local. The analytical counterpart to this is the 

following Proposition. 

Proposition 1 There exists a P so that 

Proo!. Differentiating (42) we get 

Therefore the sign of ~ depends on the sign of the numerator. Let us study then the numer

ator, which is a continuous function of P 

H (P) = 1 - aKp1- u -In pu. (43) 

We prove first that H is decreasing in P whenever the solution is interior. lndeed 

1 1 

And this is negative when (J' < 1 and P < aí(-l or when (J' > 1 and P > aK 1 (which, it can 

be shown, is equivalent the condition for interior maximum). 

8econd if (J' = 1, H (P) = 1 - aK -lnP, so we can explicitly sol've H (P) = O and get 
1 

P = e1
-

OK
• lf (J' < 1, we have limp'-,.o H (P) = 00 and H(aí(-l) = l~u lnaK < o. Thus 

1 1 

there must be a P E [O, aí(-l) so that H (P) = o. lf (J' > 1, H(aí(-l) = - u~llnaK > O and 

limp /00 H (P) = -00. 80 again there must be a P so that H (P) = o. 8ince H is decreasing 
this P is unique. _ 

Given this Proposition we know there must be a P so that 11(P,0.7) = 11(P,1.0), and 

after some computations we find that P = 2.01. Therefore, if P > 2.01 distortions under 

(J' = 0.7 have stronger impact than under CD, (J' = 1. Furthermore, using the calculations 

in subsection 6.3, we find that roughly 40% of the (poorest) economies in the PWT have 

distortions in this range. The practical implication from this is that policies that reduce 

distortions to capital accumulation in poor economies have a greater impact under a CES . 

production function with (J' = 0.7 than under a CD production function with (J' = 1.0. 
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6.2 TFP when (J" = 0.7 

In this section we calculate the total factor productivity implied by our model and how it 

correlates with per capita incomes. We do this in our mo deI with Cí = 0.7, and compare the 

results to those calculated by Hall and Jones (1999) which use the Cobb-Douglas specifica

tion, Cí = 1. Hall and Jones (1999) use data for per worker capital and per worker output 

controlled for education for 127 economies and measured in efficiency units. The data is for 

1988 and the per worker output excludes the output of the mineral sector. We use the same 

data for the exercise of this section. 

The analogue of the Hall-Jones exercise in Our framework works as follows. We substitute 

(37) and (38) into the production function and get 

(44) 

where Aj == ~ is the TFP of the jth economy, A is the US calibrated value from Subsection 

6.1,0::1( = ~ and ~BE = 3 (observed US values). 
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Figure 5: TFP with Cí = LO 
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Figure 6: TFP with Cí = 0.7 

Then we take the values of Yj and kj as reported in Hall and Jones (1999). Plugging 

those into equation (44), we compute the implied Aj for each economy. Then we plot those 

implied Aj against the corresponding GDP's Yj. The plot we get along with the plot that 

Hall and Jones get are shown in Figures 5 and 6. 

Inspecting these figures and doing some calculations two features are revealed. First the 

correlation between the implied A and Y is reduced: corr(y,A) is now (under Cí = 0.7) 0.49, 
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whereas before (under (J = 1) it was 0.86. Second the average implied A increases from 0.61 
to 0.73. 

6.3 How much of the distortions are captured by S-H data? 

The model formulation in Section 2 accommodates both observed (7i,j) and unobserved 

(TK,j) distortions. This raises the question what portion of the overall distortions (including 

observed and unobserved) are refl.ected by the price of capital in the Summers Heston data 

set. As it turns out, our estimation results can be used to address that questiono To do this, 
let's note that equation (18) implies 

FEj = (TK,us)U (AUS)l-U 
FEus TK · A· ,) J 

which, after some manipulations, gives 

1 

TK . (FEus) u 1-" __ ,J_ = __ A.". 
TK,us FEj J 

(45) 

We plug the implies values of Aj (as we computed them in Subsection 6.2) along with the 

estimated values of the fixed effects F Ej (using the dynamic panel data approach, Subsection 

4.2) into (45).38 Then we compute the implied value of TK,j. We find that TK,j E [0.4,12], 

that average(TK,j) = 1.5 and that 

[ 

var (lnA) cov (lnA, In T K) 

cov (lnA, In T K) var (In T K) 

cov (InA, lnp) cov (In T K, lnp) 

cov (InA, ln p )] [0.16 -0.08 -0.05] 
cov (ln T K, ln p) = -0.08 0.43 0.08 , 

var (In p) -0.05 0.08 0.24 

where p is the vector of cross time price averages. Looking at this table we see that the cross

country variability of the PWT data on prices var(ln p), 0.24, represents roughly 36% of the 

total cross country variability of incentives to the investment decision, var(ln T K) +var(ln p), 
0.67. 

For completeness we have done an analogous exercise using the estimated F E from the 

static 6 years averaged panel. The results are in the same ball park: TK,j E [0.37,14], 

average(TK,j) = 1.7, var(lnTK) = 0.50, cov(lnA,lnTK) = -0.09, cov(lnTK,lnp) = 0.10 

lnFED 

3
8We used the SYS-GMM estimates of In F Ef ' and set In F Ej = ~. 
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and 
var (lnp) 

var (In T K ) + var (lnp) 
0.24 = 0.33. 

0.24 + 0.50 

Interestingly, when we do the same exercise under a Cobb-Douglas specification, a = 1.0, 

we get the significantly larger portion 66%. 

7 Conclusion 

The paper presents several econometric exercises aimed at estimating the elasticity of substi

tution between capital and labor of an aggregate production function. Our results indicate 

that this elasticity hovers around 0.7 and that it is decidedly less than 1. Once we obtain a 

value for (T we show how it can be used to determine whether the neoclassical model can ac

count for income gaps and to do various development exercises. More broadly: our approach 

is to estimate some relevant parameter from data and then show the quantitative role that 

this parameter plays via a calibration exercise. Let us now suggest that this approach can 

be fruitfully applied in other contexts. 

The first application is still within the macro-development contexto Following up on 

Lewis (1954) work, two sector models of development have recently been popularized; see 

for example Hansen and Prescott (2002). One sector is a traditional or agricultural sector 

whereas the other is a modem or industrial sector. Then one can study how economies 

transit from traditional to industrial production or, conversely, how poorly managed (highly 

distorted) economies revert back to traditional production. But then a natural extension of 

our approach is to address this question, using an elasticity of substitution that estimated 

from data. Compared to what we have done here, in this two sector framework there may no 

longer be such thing as a poverty trap (which happens in our one sector model). Compared 

with the previously studied two sector model, the calibration and simulation results are 

expected to be different when (T = 0.7 (as opposed to a = 1). 

A second application is to the (micro) policy question of quantifying the stimulative 

effects of investment tax credits. The investment equation we derive (17) here shows that 

investment tax credits have a greater stimulative effect on investment the greater is a. Then, 

one natural application is to follow up on the exercise in Chirinko (2002), and study how 

governrnent policy along with properties of the production function affect investments. A 

third application of our approach is in the context of the real business cycle literature. 

This literature relies heavily on an aggregate production function. So whatever quantitative 

exercises are performed in this literature can be performed under an empirically estimated 
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production function. 
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A Dynamic panel Estimation with GMM 

GMM-DIF Estimation. The first two observations used for estimating equation (24) are 

lost to lags and differencing. At t = 3, In i jl is a valid instrument for In i j2 - In i jl , and 

lnpjl is a valid instrument for Inpj2 -lnpjl and Inpj3 -lnpj2. Similarly, at t = 4, In i jl and 

In i j2 are valid instruments for In ij3 - In i j2 , and lnpjl and Inpj2 are valid instruments for 

Inpj3 -lnpj2 and Inpj4 - Inpj3, respectively. Consequently, the instrument matrix has one 
T-2 

row for each time period, giving T - 2 rows altogether, and AI = 2 x :L m columns. The 

instruments matrix is 
m=l 

ZI?= ( ZPl 
J J ' 

ZP2 ) 
J ' 

where 

In i jl O O O O O O 

ZI;>1 = O In i jl In i j2 O O O O 
J 

O O O In i jl In i j2 In i jT- 2 

lnpjl O O O O O O 

ZI?2 = O lnpjl Inpj2 O O O O 
J 

O O O lnpjl Inpj2 InpjT-2 

Let X jt = (In ijt-l' lnpjt, lnpjt-l) be the 1 x 3 vector of covariates for j and t and e the 

3 x 1 vector of coeflicients. Define the first-differenced variables as 

yj = 

In ij3 - In i j2 

In ij4 - In ij3 

In ijT - In i jT- 1 

, X;= 

X j3 - X j2 
X j4 - X j3 

, and €j = 

Ej3 - Ej2 

Ej4 - Ej3 

EjT - EjT-l 

The moment restrictions (25) and (26) can be written as E(Zf'Ej) = 0, where ° is an A1 xl 

vector of zeros. The GMM estimator based on these moment restrictions minimizes the 

expected quadratic distance between €*'ZDWZD, €* and the true vector of parameters for 

the metric W, where ZD' is the ;.,[ x N(T - 2) matrix (ZP', Zf', .. ZjJ') and €*' is the N(T - 2) 
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vector C e;", e'2', ... €~). This gives the GMM estimator of e as 

where y*' is an N(T - 2) vector and X* is an N(T - 2) x 3 matrix. 

Arellano and Bond (1991) suggest two choices for the weights W, giving rise to two 

GMM estimators: one and two step estimators. In the one step estimator it is assumed 

that the Ejt are independent and homoskedastic both across units and over time. Then the 
N 

optimal choice ofW is given by W 1 = (-k L:Z.f'HDZf)-I, where HD is the (T-2) x (T-2) 
j=l 

variance-covariance matrix of EC ejej') 

2 -1 O O O 

-1 2 -1 O O 

H D = 
O O O 2 -1 

O O O -1 2 

The variance-covariance estimator of the parameter ê that is robust to heteroskedasticity is 

N 

VCce) = NCX*'ZDW-IZD'X*)-lX*'ZDW-l(2:Zf'êjêj'Zf)W-lZD'X*CX*'ZDW-lZD'X*t1, 

j=l 

where êj are the estimated residuals. 

For the two step estimator the previous assumptions about Ejt are relaxed. In the first 

step we obtain the êj and then we use them to construct a consistent estimate of the variance

covariance matrix of the moment restrictions. In this case, the optimal choice of W is given 
. N 

byW2 = (-kL:Zf'Yj'Zf)-l. 
j=l 

Both GMM estimators are consistent when N is much larger than T, although they may 

differ in their asymptotic efficiency. Also, in the special case of i.i.d disturbances, both are 

asymptotically equivalent. 

System GMM. The additional moment conditions (27) and (28) can be expressed as 

where 
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Y}2 o o ,0.1npj2 o o 

zf = 
o Y}3 o o ,0.1npj3 o 

o o yjT-l o o ,0. In PjT-l 

with ,0.1npjt = lnpjt - lnpjt-l. Now, we can construct a GMM estimator which exploits 

both sets of moment restrictions. The instrument matrix for GMM-SYS is written as 

z. = (Zf O). 
J O z~ 

J 

The GMM-SYS estimator combines both sets of moment restrictions 

where 

Note that the one step GlV1NI estimator is not asymptotically equivalent to the two step 

estimator - even when disturbances are i.i.d. The natural candidate for a weigting matrix 
N 

for the one step estimator is wfYS = (~LZjHZj)-l, where H is 
j=l 

H. = (Hf O) 
J O I. ' 

J 

which is always asymptotically inefficient relative to the two step estimator, because with 

leveI equations included in the system, the optimal weighting matrix depends on unknown 

parameters. 

The construction of the two step GMM-SYS estimator is then analogous to that described 
~~, 

under GMM-DIF, except that we use Hj = ejej . 

Monte Carlo simulations of Blundell and Bond (1998a) show that the finite sample dis

tributions of the one step and two step system GMM estimators are similar. 
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B Estimated Standard Error of the Long-Run Price 

Elasticity 

In order to compute the estimated standard error of the long run price elasticity of investment 

demand (3LR we apply the Delta Method. Define j3 == ((31' (32' (33)'. Then (3LR, as a function 

of j3, is given by equation (23). Applying a first order Taylor series approximation to this 

function around the true value of f3 we get 

where 

(V LR)' = [ (~=-7), 1 
1-,81 ' 

(46) 

1~,81 ] 

is the gradient ofLR((31' (32' (33)· The variance ofLR(~1' ~2' ~3) (which is a nonlinear function 

of (~1' ~2' ~3)) is approximately equal to the variance of the right hand side of (46), which is 

~ ~ ~ 8LR ~ 8LR, 
var(LR((31"B2,(33)) = 8j3 1,8=,âvar(j3) 8j3 l.a=,â , 

where var(,B) is the estimated variance-covariance matrix of j3 

C The Bias of the OLS Estimation 

We assume in this Appendix that the price of investment is an exogenous variable. Then 

where 

1 

X' - [ In i 12 
3x«T-l)N) 

Inp12 

f3~ 1· (1 XIX) -1 1 I E 
Bias = pIm N N XF , 

N ..... oo 

1 1 1 

In i 1T In i j2 InijT 

lnplT lnpj2 InpjT 
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and 

FE' = [lnFE~ ... InFE~ ... InFE~ 
lx«T-l)N) 

-D 
InFEj -D -D] InFEN ... InFEN . 

N 

In F E~ == In F Ef - fi 2: In F Ef, is the centred fixed effect for the j-th economy. The first 
j'=l 

observation is deleted due to the dynamics. 

Evaluating fiX'FE, we have 

~X'FE= 
N 

1 N -D 
fi 2:lnFEj 

j=l 
N T 

1 .-D 
fi 2: 2: In zjtln FEj 

j=l t=2 
N T D 1 -

fi 2: 2:lnpjtlnFEj 
j=l t=2 

Now we are going to compute each of the three components of fiX'FE. The first component 

is zero by the way In F E~ is defined. It remain then to compute the other two components. 

To compute the third component of fiX'FE, we assume that the covariance between the 

price and the fixed effect is time invariant 

N N 

plim ~ I)npjt InFE~ = plim ~ I)npjtl InFE~ for any t, t' E {I, ... , T}. (48) 
N->oo j=l N.-.OO" j=l 

Then 

To compute the second component of fiX'FE, we apply equation (22) in the texto Then, 

using CJ' = _~2~~3 and the fact that /33 is estimated to be zero, equation (22) is reduced to 

In i jt = In F Ef + /31 In i jt - 1 - CJ' (1 - ,81) In Pjt + Ejt. (49) 

Now we repeatedly substitute (49) inta itself, obtaining 

1 _ /3t-l t-2 

In i jt = 1 _ ~ In F Ef + /3i-1ln ij1 - L /3i [CJ' (1 - /31) lnpj,t-k - Ej,t-k]. (50) 
I 1 k=O 
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, 

Then assuming that all economies are initially on a balanced growth path we have 

In i j1 = In F Ef - O' lnpjl + Ejl. (51) 

Plugging (51) into (50) we get 

t t-l t-l 

lnijt = ~ = ~IInFEf - ,8iO'lnpjl - 0'(1- ,81) .:L,8~lnpj,t-k + .:L,8~Ej,t-k. 
1 k=O k=O 

The above equation allows us to write the second component of -kX'FE as 

~f- -D f-I-,8i~ D -D f- t~ -D 
L...,L...,lnijtlnFEj = L..., 1-,8 L...,lnFEj InFEj -O' L...,,81L...,lnpjdnFE j 
j=1 t=2 t=2 1 j=1 t=2 j=1 

T t-l N 

- O' (1 - ,81) .:L .:L ,8~ .:L In pj,t-k In F E~ 
t=2 k=O j=1 

T t-l N 

+ LL,8~LEj,t-klnFE~. 
t=2 k=O j=1 

To simplify this last expression, we re-use our assumption (48) and, on top of that, assume 

that 
N 

. I~ -D 
phm N L..., Ejt In F Ej = O, for all t. 
N-+oo j=1 

Then after some calculations we find that 

where 
D = (1 ~ ,81) (T - 1) - ,8UI - ,8[-1) 

- (1 - ,81)2 

This completes the computation of the second component. Introducing simplifying notation 

and stacking up the three components we have 

~X'FE =N [ Dvar (InFED) - O' (TO_I) cov (InFED,lnp) J . 
(T -I)cov (InFED,lnp) 
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Going back to (47) we now find that 

~ [~O'Bias] ( detX'X )-1 [ • • {3B o = (31 BO = plim • var (In p) 
las ~ , :as N->ooN3 (T _ 1)2 • 

(32,BJas -cov (ln i, In p) 
-cov (l:i, In p) J 

var (In i) 

x [Dvar (In FED) - a (T 0_ 1) cov (In FED, lnp) ] . 

(T - 1) cov (InFED, lnp) 

Now that we found the biases, we plug them into (30) and derive the following result 

~OLS 1 ~OLS 

â(3LR (1' det X'X ) - 2 - a + (3LR (1 - a) (1 ) = p 1m 3 ~ ~ var np . 
âcov (FE, p) N->ooN3 (T - 1) 1- (8 + (3 ° ) 

I 1 1,Blas 

(52) 

In deriving this result we use the fact that, according to the data, 

var(Ini) ~ 2var(lnp) and var(1np) ~ -cov (In i, lnp) . 

Consider now equation (52). The first and third terms are positive. The denominator ofthe 

second term is also positive because all our regression results are such that ~1 + ~l,Bias < 
1 (and more generally because unit root in the investment process had been ruled ou~). 

Therefore if we can show that the numerator of the second term is positive we will have that 

â~OLS 
LR > O 

âcov (In FE,D , In p) . 

To show that this numerator is positive we note that 

~ 

2-a 
-l-a ~ 

2 - ~LR = _ 1.3 ~ -4. 
1 - (3LR 0.3 

where the equality comes from our estimation result ~LR = 0.7 (see Table 6, column [8]). 
~OLS 

Therefore if we can show that O 2: (3LR > -4 we would be done. 
~OLS 

Let's then explicitly calculate (3LR . To do that we use the full information from the data 

[ 

0.0070 -0.0023 

(X'X) -1 = -0.0023 0.0008 

-0.0026 0.0008 
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and the following estimated values from our GMM-SYS estimation 

N N 
~ -D ~ D-D 
L.,...lnpjlnFEj = -3 and L.,...lnFEj lnFEj = 1.5. 
j=l j=l 

Furthermore, the dynamic panel has T = 36 and we know from the GMM-SYS estimation 

that ~1 = 0.744 and ~2 = -0.177 (Table 6, column [8]). Using all these values we get 

D ~ 128 and (j (T - 1) ~ 25. Then after plugging this into equation (30) we get 

(./OL8 = ~2 + ~2,Bias = -1 04 
,vLR (~~) ., 

1 - 131 + f31,Bias 

where 
~ ~ 

,81,Bias = 0.13 and f32,Bias = 0.042. 

D Tables 
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Table 1: List of Countries included in Panel Regressions 

Country Country Country 

Code Name Code Name Code Name 

OECD Countries Africa Asia 

AUS Australia AGO Angola BGD Bangladesh 
AUT Austria BOI Bumndi CHN China 
BEL Belgium BEN Benin HKG HongKong 
C~"I Canada BFA Burkina Falso IDN lndonesia 
DNK Demnark BWA Botswana IND India 
FIN Finland CAF Central African Rep. IRN lran 
FRA France CIV Cote d1voire ISR Israel 
GBR United Kingdom CMR Cameroon JOR Jordan 
!TA Italy COG Congo KOR Korea 
JPN Japan COM Comoros LKA Sri Kanka 
LUX Luxembourg CPV Cape Verde MYS Malaysia 
NLD Netherlands DZA Algeria NPL Nepal 
NOR Norway EGY Egypt PAK Pakistan 
SWE Sweden ETH Ethiopia PHL Philippines 
USA United States GAB Gabon SGP Singapore 

G1N Guinea SYR Syria 
Other Countries GRA Ghana THA Thailand 

GMB Gambia TWN Taiwan 
America GNB Guinea-Bissau 

ARG Argentina GNQ Equatorial Guinea Europe 
80L Bolivia KEN Kenya 
BRA Brazil LSO Lesotho CHE Switzerland 
BRB Barbados MAR Moroceo CYP Cyprus 
CHL Chile MDG Madagascar ESP Spain 
COL Colombia MLI Mali GRC Greece 
CRI Costa Rica MOZ Mozambique IRL Ireland 
DOM Dominican Republic MRT Mauritania ISL Iceland 
ECU Ecuador MUS Mauritius PRT Portugal 
GTM Guatemala MWI Malawi ROM Romania 
GUY Guyana N~\1 Namibia TUR Turkey 
UND Honduras NER Niger 
HTI Haiti NGA Nigeria 
JAM Jamaica RWA Rwanda Oceania 
MEX Mexíco SEN Senegal 
NIC Nicaragua SLE Sierra Leone FJI Fiji 
PAN Panama SYC Seychelles NZL NewZealand 
PER Peru TCD Chad PNG Papua New Guinea 
PRY Paraguay TGO Togo 
SLV EI Salvador TUN Tunísia 
TTO Trinidad and Tobago TZA Tanzania 
URG Uruguay UGA Uganda 
VEN Venezuela ZAR Zaire 

ZAF SouthAfrica 
2MB Zambia 
ZWE Zimbahwe 

Figure 1: 
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Table 2 - Static Panel Regressions : N= 113 and T= 37 
Dependeut variable: Ini 

3 

Model 

E.timator OLS(I) 2SLS(2) Witbin Groups 

Inp -1,000 -1,026 -0,522 
(0,075) (0,076) (0,062) 

p- values 

T est for significance of FE 0,000 

Test of Ist-order serial correlatioo 0,000 0,067 

Bhargava et a!. D-W Test 

AR(I) coemcieot 

Sargan Test 

Hausman Test 

Wald Test of coe(tlnp)=-I 0,991 0,741 0,000 

(1) The reported standard errors (in brackets) are asymptotícally robusl to hetcroskedasticity 

(2) In 2SLS and WG-2SlS wc consider 1"PI-1 as imtrumcnt 

(3) The reponed Slandard errors (in brackets) are nol asyrnptotically robust lO beteroskedasticity 

Table 3· Static Panel Regressions: N=113 and T= 60r 5 
Dependent variable: lni 

Averages 

................. 3 

Cí years 

Figure 2: 

........... 4 •.......... 

Estim.tor 2SLS(l) Within Groups Witbin Groups 

2SLS'" 

Inp -1,039 -1,077 -0,563 -0,650 
(0,086) (0,095) (0,080) (0.153) 

4 

Fixed Effect. 

Withio Groups 
2SLS(2) 

-0,558 
(0,077) 

0,000 

0,913 

0,000 

OLS 

-1.047 

tO,081) 

.. ~y._ •.•. ~. "._.,~.".y,,"~yy •• O'" "'~'"'-~" .. "'_ ...• ""'_ ... ~~ .. _._ .. _ .•. ~.- ." 

p- values 

Test for significance of FE 0,000 

Test (lfsertal correlation 0,000 0,966 

Wald Test ofcDefllnp)=·1 0.625 OAI5 0,000 

(I) The repotred sland31d crrors (iD brack~ls)::lIc 3symplOlically robusl lO hcler05kcdaslkily 

(2) In 2SLS \\'1: consider 1nP,.l as instrumc:nl 

0,000 

0,024 0,564 

Figure 3: 
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6 7 

Random Effects[') 

Within Group. [3) 

AR(l) 

-0,385 -0,566 
(0,024) (0,020) 

0,000 

0,582 

0,725 

0,000 

0,000 0,000 

.6 .. 

7 years 

WUhin Groups Within Groups 

2SLS 

-1,085 -0_576 -0,674 
(0,097) (0,085) (0.186) 

... "'"'''"_.~.~·,····_~w ... ~_"'~~~."".w .....• _y""'. A~ 

0,000 

0,320 

0,382 0,000 0.084 
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TabIe 4 - Static Panel Regressions: N=113 and T= 6 or 5, Time Dummies 
Dependenl variable: loi 

.... ~ .............................. ~ ... . ..... ~ ...... . 

Averages 6 years 

Estímltor OLS(l) ZSLSn) Witbin Groups 

Inp ·1,047 ·1,079 .0,590 
(0.082) (0,096) (0,084) 

p- values 

T est for significance of FE 0,000 

T est of serial correlalilln O,CXIO 0,665 

Wald Test ofcoef(lnp)=·1 0569 0.407 0,000 

(I) Tht: rtportJ:d standard crrors (in bn.ckeu;) are asymptotically robust tu heteroskcdastidty 

(:!) 1n 2SLS wc considcr InpI., as instnnncnt 

. ............. ~ ... . 

Withln Groups 

ZSLS'" 

·0.661 
(0,161) 

0,038 

..•..•..................•••...... ~ 

OLS 

·1,055 
(0.082) 

o,ouo 

0501 

Figure 4: 
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....... 6.. 

ZSLS'" 

.1,087 
(0,098) 

0,376 

. ................ .7 .... . . ........................... ~. 

7yean 

Within Groups Within Groups 

2SLS 

-0,614 
(0,087) 

0,000 

0,264 

0.000 

-0,688 
(0.195) 

0,114 



Table 5 - Dynamic PaneI RegressiollS (Doe lag) 
Dependem variablc: loi 

I") 1 3 4 7 8 
Estimator 
Regres.sion 

lnstrumrnts: Ini( -I) 

--õLSi-~-õLsi-\viibi~-G;;;;;p;lwTthin-Gn;~pS2---G~IM:'DiFI-~---GM~I:DiF2-------G~iM.:sYSl-~--·-'GMM:sYsi---

leveis LeveLs LeveIs Le"'els Differences Differences Le,.s-DitTs Levs-Diffs 

Inp and Inp( -1) 

Ini(-I) 

Inp 

Inp(-I) 

Long-Ruo Sigma (LR)14) 

p- valucs 

0.875 
(0,035) 

-0,385 
(0.055) 

0,267 

(0,063) 

·0.944 
(0,074) 

Wald Test ofLR= -I 0,459 

Tcst of Jst~rder serial eorrelation 0,059 

Tcst of2st-order serial correlation 0,603 

Test Df 3st-order serial corrclation 0.243 

Sargan Tcst 

Dif-Sargan 

0,860 
(0.033) 

-0,142 
(0,033) 

-1,014 
(0.070) 

0.761 

0,076 

0.941 

0,130 

0,707 
(0,073) 

-0,378 
(0,052) 

0,219 

(0,066) 

-0,543 
(0,082) 

0,001 

0,005 

0.065 

0,357 

(I) lhe n::porled standard Clrors (in brackclS):ln:: 3S)111ploticalJy robu.~c 10 hctc:roskcda~lkIIY 

0,690 
(0,069) 

-0,213 
(0,039) 

-0,687 
(0,093) 

0,032 

0,004 

0.059 

0,347 

(2) Diffs (t-3.1-4) stands forthc matrbr. ofinstr\Jl'fll!ctal variablcs usi.ng ftom third to fowth 13ggcd Icvcls3$ mstrumcnlS 

(3) Ncl sipilicanl af I ~'Ú 

(4. Standard erro!!' 3lC c31tublcd by Iklla Melhod 

(5) ComparisoD bctween GMM·SYS2 and GM.\i·Dlf2 

DiITs (1-3,1-4)'" DiITs (1-3,1-4) DiITs (I·3)-l<vs (1·2) DiITs (I-3)-Lovs (1·2) 
Diffs <'-3,'-4) Diffs (1-2) Diff, (1·3H.evs (1-2) Diffs (1-2)-Lov, (1-1) 

0,674 
(0.153) 

-0,359 
(0,120) 

0,113 

(0.116)0) 

-0.755 
(0.169) 

0,161 

0,021 

0,115 

0,377 

0,883 

0,643 
(0,121) 

-0,266 
(0,122) 

-0,745 
(0,181) 

0,168 

0,019 

0.111 

0,375 

0,253 

0,7732 
(0,100) 

-0,287 
(0,100) 

0.125 

(0.164 )'" 

-0.7143 
(0,247) 

0,146 

0.022 

0,109 

0,895 

0,744 
(0,080) 

-0,177 
(0,080) 

-0,6914 
(0.174) 

0.080 

0,018 

0,094 

0,379 

0.935 

Figure 5: 
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Table 6 - Dynamic Panel Regressions (one lag) with Time Dummies 
Dependent variable: lni 

2 

Estimator OLS Within Groups 

lni( -1) 

lnp 

Long-Run Sigma (LR)(2) 

p- values 

Wald Test ofLR= -1 

Test of Ist-order serial correlation 

Test of2st-order serial correlation 

0,859 
(0,033) 

-0,144 
(0,034) 

-1,021 
(0,072) 

0,682 

0,069 

0,816 

(1) The reported standard errors (in brackets) are asymptotically robust to heteroskedasticity 

(2) Standard errors are caIculated by Delta Method 

(3) Significant Time Dummies: (1) D70 and D83, (2) D71, D72, D75, D77, D78,D81 

Figure 6: 
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0,679 
(0,070) 

-0,227 
(0,042) 

-0,707 
(0,093) 

0,041 

0,004 

0,043 
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Tablc 7 - Dynamic Panel Regrcssions (two lags) 
Dependent variable: lni 

1(0 
~-- 3_ .~ 

Estimator .. ÓLsi OLS2 Within Groupsi' Witbin Groups2 GMM-D1FI GMl\1-D1F2 
Regressiop leveis Leveis LeveIs Leveis Differences Differences 

7 8 
. --GMM-SYSl - - -GMM~SYSi . 

Levs-Diffs Levs-Diffs 
Ins.ruments: lni(-I) and In(-2) Diffs (t-4,t-5)'" Diffs (t4,t-5) 

Inp,lnp( -I) and Inp(-2) Diffs (t-4,t-5) Diffs (t-3) 
Diffs (t-4)-levs (t-3) Diffs (t4)-levs (t-3) 
Diffs (t-4)-levs (t-3) Diffs (t-3)-levs (.-2) 

Ini(-I) 0,667 0,676 0,586 0,591 0,681 0,804 
(0,064) (0,066) (0_080) (0_082) (0,079) (0,106) 

0,851 0,891 
(0,112) (0,122) 

Ini(-2) 0,230 0,218 0,160 0.151 0,106 -0,019 0,066 -0,030 
(0,045) (0,046) (0,029) (0,030) (0_063) ") (0.082) '" (0.089) (3) (0.089)'" 

Inp -0,378 -0,358 -0,374 -0,363 -0,402 -0,541 
(0,051) (0,051) (0,050) (0,050) 10,149) (0,162) 

-0,314 -0,438 
(0,143) (0,118) 

Inp(-I) 0,195 0,261 0,168 0.212 0,180 0,392 0,108 0,357 
(0,063) (0,057) (0,064) (0,061) (0.119),3) (0,146) 10.115) (3) (0,120) 

Inp(-2) 0,090 0,069 0,058 0,192 
(0,030) (0,026) (0_061) '" (0.140) '" 

Long-Run Sigma (LR)I$I -0,903 -0,915 -0539 -0585 -0,770 -0,693 
(0,076) (0,075) (0,097) (0,093) (0,322) (0,231) 

-0,169 -0.583 
(0,613) (0,303) 

p- values 

Test af Ist-order serial correlatio 0,131 0,079 0,001 0.001 0,f)20 0,014 0,001 0.008 

Test of2st-order serial correlatio 0,160 0,177 0,241 0,291 0,792 0,358 0,783 0,284 

Test of3st-order serial correJatio 0,699 0,619 0,226 0,238 0.236 0,437 0,329 0,426 

Sargan Test 0,839 0,172 0,903 0,865 

(I) lhe rcported standard cnms (in braekcts) are asymplOtically robusl. to hC'teroskalasticity 

(2) Dirr. .. (1.-3,t4) stands. for the matrix ofinstnmental \-ariablcs usillg from dnrd to fou.rth laggcd leveis as imttrumcnt. .. 

(3)Notsignilicantat IO"IÓ 

(4) No1 significant at 5% 

(5) Standard elTOn; are ealeulated by Dellôl Mcthod 

Figure 7: 
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Table 8 - Static Panel Regressions: N = 15 (OECD Countries) and T = 6 or 5 
Dependent variable: lni 

1 2 3 4 

Averages 6 years 7 years 

Estimator 2SLS(2) OLS 2SLS 

lnp -0,542 -0,510 -0,765 -0,672 

(0,328) (0.456) (3) (0,300) (0.424) (3) 

-'""""""'---'_'.~-~-""""",~.-
_--._=~~_~v~""""_~~ ___ ~, w.""""' ... _~_~~~_~_,_~~ 

p- values 

Test of serial correlation 0,011 0,000 

Wald Test ofcoef(lnp)=-1 0,201 0,302 0,448 0,453 

(1) The reported standard errors (in brackets) are asymptotically robust to heteroskedastícíty 

(2) In 2SLS we consider Inpt_l as instrument 

(3) Not significant at 5% 

Figure 8: 
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